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Fiscal Analyst 2

Position Details

Employee Information

Employee First Name

Employee Last Name

Position Details
Please record information regarding the position such as work location, FTE, and term. The information is used, along with the
other information, as a basis for HRS determination of the appropriate title, salary rate, and Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA)
exemption status.

University Title Fiscal Analyst 2

Title Code 143J

Working Title Fiscal Analyst 2

Position Number 129581

College/Area College of Agricultural Human & Natural Resource Sciences

Department WSU Prosser IAREC

Hiring Unit WSU Prosser IAREC

Work Location Prosser

Position Supervisor Administrative Manager, 122638

This position is in a Bargaining Unit No

Bargaining Unit Work Schedule (if
applicable)

Summary of Duties The Grants Coordinator reports to the Administrative Manager at WSU Prosser IAREC
and works as a member of the administrative team. This position works closely with
faculty to monitor and maintain grant accounts, processes cost share, executes sub-
awards or contracts, and serves as a liaison to funding agency personnel to address
award revision requests. This position reconciles and analyzes accounts, suggests
resolutions, and executes action plans to resolve problems. Through their expertise in
grant development and fiscal management, the Grants Coordinator supports WSU
Prosser IAREC faculty as they pursue funding for irrigated agriculture research and
extension initiatives. In a highly organized and detail-oriented fashion, the Grants
Coordinator is also responsible for coordinating the submission of grant proposals to
state and federal agencies and commodity commissions, including the preparation of
budgets, agency forms, and completion of online application portals.

Appointment Status Permanent
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Appointment FTE% 100

Position Term in Months 12

FLSA Status Overtime Eligible

FLSA Exemption Criteria

Administrative Professional
Exemption Criteria

Job Duties

Access Requirement

Access Requirement Financial data, Cash Handling, Personnel data

Other Access Requirements

Job Duties
*A minimum of 1 entry is required.

Essential Duty Yes

Percent of Time 50%

Job Function Post-Award

Duties Performed Prepare and process post award paperwork as needed, including but not limited to
RCARs, guarantees, no-cost extensions, budget revisions, PI changes, etc.

Assist faculty in obtaining sponsor approval if required for post award grant
administration activities.

Process all internal award changes and send to SPS.

Organize and maintain electronic grant files in Prosser IAREC shared drive,
Prosser.Grants email account; regularly update SmartSheet with account actions.

Monitor and Maintain Accounts-

Create, modify, and update Forecasting Tool workbooks for each assigned PI; send to
PIs with budget statements on the 8th – 10th each month.

For new and ongoing awards, meet with PIs to create and/or update expenditure plans
to utilize funding and prevent account deficits.

Monitor all account fiscal activity to ensure deficits do not occur, rate of expenditure is
appropriate, and expenses are allowable/in compliance.

Ensure unusual purchasing requests are in compliance with funding agency, University,
state, and/or federal regulations.

Cost Share-
Obtain cost share information and documentation and prepare cost share memos;
collaborate with SPS to resolve cost share issues.

Assist faculty in Effort Certification completion. Complete quarterly effort certification
reports.

Monitor and process cost share; track via Forecasting Tool.
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Contracts, Gift Grants, and MOAs-
Prepare and process required paperwork for MOAs; work efficiently with gift grant
provider to ensure timely execution of required documents and receipt of funds.

Prepare agreements for acceptance.

Prepare subcontract initiation paperwork for submission/acceptance; verify compliance
with contract requirements.

Coordinate review and approval of subcontract invoices in collaboration with the PI and
SPS.

Provide fiscal administration for grants and/or contracts, cooperative agreements,
subcontracts, and financial assistance agreements negotiated with federal, state, and
private sponsors/agencies at the unit level.

Essential Duty Yes

Percent of Time 25%

Job Function Pre-Award

Duties Performed Proposal Development-
Review and interpret Request for Proposal (RFP) to assist faculty in preparation of
compliant proposal packages; typical funding agencies include USDA, NSF, WSDA,
commodity commissions, and foundations.

For commodity commissions, work with CAHNRS Grants as needed to ensure proposal
submission process is executed correctly.

When requested by smaller funding agencies, serve as liaison and collect and submit
proposals.

Interpret and provide guidance to faculty and staff on funding agency, University, and
federal rules and regulations. Serve as liaison with funding agency officials on questions
related to the RFP.

In collaboration with faculty and/or staff, develop (and/or certify) proposal budget.

Assist faculty and staff in preparation of proposal paperwork and forms; lead completion
of online applications portals, such as grants.gov Workspace, FastLane, WSDA, and
ezFedGrants.

Monitor, collect, and organize all proposal paperwork, including letters of support,
subcontract documents, cost share commitments, PI/co-PI documentation, required
attachments, etc.

Review and ensure approval of institutional-wide commitments on grant proposals.

Review proposals for completeness and verify proposal package conforms to all RFP
guidelines; conduct preliminary fiscal and administrative evaluation of proposal
packages.

Prepare Applications for Extramural Support (eREX); coordinate with other departments
/ co-PIs as needed; submit to CAHNRS Grants for final review.

In collaboration with PIs, coordinate proposal development process to ensure deadlines
are met for Prosser IAREC, CAHNRS, ORSO, and funding agency.

Work with PIs and ORSO to submit additional materials to funding agency when
requested.

Initial Award Processing-
Review terms and conditions of award with PI; obtain faculty approval; ensure
appropriate routing of award documents to CAHNRS Grants and/or ORSO.
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Verify account is set up correctly by SPS, notify the PI, and add new account to
SmartSheet and Forecasting Tool.

Organize and maintain electronic grant files in Prosser IAREC shared drive,
Prosser.Grants email account; regularly update SmartSheet to track and monitor
proposals.

Essential Duty No

Percent of Time 5%

Job Function Other

Duties Performed Provide back up to administrative team as needed.

Perform other duties as assigned.

Essential Duty Yes

Percent of Time 20%

Job Function Fiscal Duties

Duties Performed Actively monitor reporting, invoicing, and revenue status for accounts; collaborate with
SPS and/or the agency as needed to resolve issues.

Ensure prompt / proper account closures.
Review PI personnel assignments to grant accounts; verify appointment is allowable, in
compliance with award terms and conditions, and funds are available.

Advise faculty and staff on allowable expenditures.

Reconcile accounts on a monthly basis; notify PIs of account issues and suggest
resolutions; execute action plans to resolve problems.

Prepare ETRs as needed and/or requested.

Information Technology Positions

Supervisory/Lead Responsibilities
Lead Definition- An employee who performs the same or similar duties as other employees in his/her work group and has the
designated responsibility to regularly assign, instruct, and check the work of those employees on an ongoing basis. 
Supervisor Definition- A supervisor has the authority to recommend hiring of staff, establish job performance standards, evaluate
job performance, and take corrective action if performance is not acceptable. Supervisors are also responsible for training,
assigning and scheduling work, and acting upon leave requests.

Does this position LEAD the work of
others?

No

Type of employees led

Does the combined FTE of all
positions led equal at least 100%?

Does this position SUPERVISE the
work of others?

No

Does this position supervise one or
more full time equivalent (FTE)
positions?

Type of employees supervised

This section is for classified staff IT classifications only.
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Position Qualifications

Required Qualifications A Bachelor’s degree or equivalent, which must include 18 quarter or 12 semester hours
in accounting, auditing, or budgeting and one year of relevant professional experience;
OR equivalent education/experience.

Additional Requirements Demonstrated ability to communicate effectively, both orally and in writing.

Demonstrated knowledge and ability to use complex, online financial and/or
administrative systems.

Preferred Qualifications Excellent working knowledge of Excel, AIS applications, and Business Objects.

Knowledge of WSU Business Policies and Procedures.

Experience in higher education, local or state agency, or equivalent.

Demonstrated experience in review of grant and/or award documents.

Essential Work Competencies

Essential Work Competencies
The essential work competencies are the knowledge, skills, abilities, mental requirements, physical requirements, and working
conditions related to the duties and responsibilities identified as essential functions of the position.

Knowledge, Skills, Abilities or
Competencies

Demonstrated ability to communicate effectively, orally and in writing.

Good organizational skills and the ability to multi-task and prioritize effectively.

Fiscal knowledge and experience, especially with preparing and understanding budgets.

Ability to understand, interpret and communicate sponsor, Federal and WSU policies
and procedures.

Proficient computer skills and the ability to learn new computer applications quickly.

Detail oriented with a high degree of accuracy.

Ability to handle continual interruptions in a stressful work environment.

Commitment to Diversity – an appreciation of the benefits of a diverse workplace and
willingness to take actions to enhance the diversity of WSU.

Mental Requirements Ability to reason logically and make sound decisions, considering alternative and diverse
perspectives.

Ability to apply technical knowledge.

Ability to deal simultaneously with several problems.

Ability to comprehend complex problems and reach reasonable conclusions often within
short time frames.

Ability to remain poised under all circumstances and to interact effectively with people in
a positive manner that engenders trust and 
confidence.

Ability to use mental skills to recall, analyze and organize information and make complex
decisions.
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Ability to use good judgment.

Ability to problem solve.

Ability to function capably under pressure.

Physical Requirements
Indicate the physical demands of the position. The requirements selected must be related to the duties and responsibilities
identified as essential functions.
Occasionally = occurs less than 33% of hours worked 
Frequently = occurs 33% - 66% of hours worked 
Continuous = occurs more than 66% of hours worked

Specify the amount the position will
be required to LIFT/CARRY
frequently

Up to 20 lbs

Specify the amount the position will
be required to PULL/PUSH
frequently

Up to 20 lbs

Bend Occas.

Twist Occas.

Squat Occas.

Climb Occas.

Kneel/Crawl Occas.

Reach/Reach Overhead Occas.

Finger Dexterity/Fine Manipulation Contin.

Sit Contin.

Drive Occas.

List any unique work conditions this
position will encounter

Performance Expectations

Performance Expectations

Quality of Work OUTSTANDING
-Able to consistently perform fiscal tasks without repeated instructions.
-Consistently provides attention to detail.
-Consistently produces work which is neat and accurate. 
-Establishes and maintains filing and cross-reference system from which materials are
readily available.
-Consistently maintains accurate balances 
-Consistently posts and accurately calculates salaries and benefits.
-Consistently demonstrates ability to organize and follow established systems. 
-Consistently produces exceptional written communication. 
-Can be relied on to accurately perform miscellaneous routine duties without reminders.
-Handles a wide variety of items with discretion, accuracy and no supervision.
SATISFACTORY / MEETS EXPECTATIONS
-Performs routine fiscal tasks with occasional instruction. 
-Provides attention to detail.
-Routinely produces work that is neat and accurate and only contains an occasional
error.
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-Establishes and maintains filing and cross-reference system with minimal errors.
-Maintains balances in Excel shadow books with minimal errors.
-Posts and calculates salaries and benefits in books with minimal error.
-Organizational ability to follow established systems.
-Conveys a positive impression in written communication.
-Can be relied on to accurately perform miscellaneous routine duties without reminders.
-Handles a wide variety of items with discretion, few errors and little supervision.
UNSATISFACTORY
-Requires repeated instructions in completing routine fiscal tasks.
-Rarely provides attention to detail. 
-Produces unreliable work that is untidy and inaccurate.
-Cross-reference system contains alpha and numeric errors.
-Fails to maintain accurate balances in Excel shadow books.
-Inaccurately posts and calculates salaries and benefits in shadow books. 
-Fails to produce work that follows established systems.
-Does not convey a positive impression in written communication.
-Requires constant monitoring by supervisor to assure that duties are being completed
and completed accurately and timely. 
-Handles a wide variety of items with little concern regarding discretion or accuracy.

Quantity of Work OUTSTANDING
-Consistently exhibits the ability to handle multi-tasks.
-Consistently exhibits excellent organizational skills and prioritizes work load daily. 
-Rearranges priorities to accommodate unexpected or “rush” jobs.
-Approaches/completes assignments in an efficient/effective manner.
-Consistently completes assignments prior to deadlines.
-Otherwise makes good use of idle time.
SATISFACTORY / MEETS EXPECTATIONS
-Exhibits the ability to multi-task. 
-Exhibits good organizational skills and reviews work load daily.
-Makes an effort to accommodate unexpected or “rush” jobs. 
-Approaches/completes assignments in a satisfactory manner.
-Completes assignments on time. 
-Otherwise makes satisfactory use of idle time.
UNSATISFACTORY
-Rarely multi-tasks.
-Does not exhibit good organizational skills and seldom prioritizes work load.
-Rarely able to accommodate “rush” jobs. 
-Approaches/completes assignments in an unusual/unsatisfactory manner.
-Struggles to meet deadlines and often fails.
-Abuses idle time

Job Knowledge OUTSTANDING
-Has a good working knowledge of University, College and Department procedures and
policies to facilitate coordination of work within the Department. 
-Conscientiously and consistently applies sound judgment in handling departmental
work and in assisting others.
-Maintains a good working knowledge of fiscal matters.
-Knowledgeable and skillful in utilizing computer programs, using own initiative to learn
expanded functions of software.
-Maintains, updates and consistently refers to and follows a handbook or WSU Business
Policies and Procedures (BPPM).
SATISFACTORY / MEETS EXPECTATIONS
-Has a working knowledge of University and Department procedures and policies.
-Uses good judgment when applying this knowledge and checks with proper personnel if
unable to answer questions or unable to handle a situation.
-Occasionally needs help with fiscal matters. 
-Able to utilize computer programs with occasional assistance and direction.
-Maintains, updates and refers to and follows a handbook or WSU Business Policies and
Procedures (BPPM).
UNSATISFACTORY
-Poor working knowledge of university and department policies and procedures.
-Unable to perform routine clerical duties without extensive verbal/written instruction
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and/or supervision.
-Does not satisfactorily follow written/verbal instructions.
-Does not answer questions in a responsible manner. 
-Unable to obtain information from proper sources when needed.
-Requires regular assistance and direction with computer programs applicable to
position.
-Demonstrates poor knowledge of standard office equipment; frequently requires
assistance.
-Has difficulty in carrying out responsibilities in absence of supervisor.

Working Relationships OUTSTANDING
-Has excellent verbal and written communication skills. 
-Always pleasant, friendly and helpful to diverse population, staff, student employees
and customers. 
-Always avoids language and behaviors with potential of creating a hostile work
environment. 
-Communicates effectively with other departments.
-Always reports incidents of discrimination based on age, gender, race, ethnicity,
religion, sexual orientation, physical and mental capabilities, and class.
-Always responds in a timely manner to requests for assistance from co-workers and
clients.
SATISFACTORY / MEETS EXPECTATIONS
-Has good verbal and written communication skills. 
-Willing to help others and responds in a positive and courteous manner. 
-Consistently avoids language and behaviors with potential of creating a hostile work
environment.
-Generally communicates well with other departments.
-Consistently reports incidents of discrimination based on age, gender, race, ethnicity,
religion, sexual orientation, physical and mental capabilities, and class. 
-Consistently responds in a timely manner to requests for assistance from co-workers
and clients.
UNSATISFACTORY
-Does not have good verbal and written communication skills. 
-Fails to help others or respond in a positive and courteous manner.
-Frequently engages in language and behaviors with potential of creating a hostile work
environment.
-Has failed to establish effective communication with other departments.
-Frequently tolerates incidents and behaviors with potential of creating a hostile work
environment.
-Frequently fails to assist those in need of help/guidance and/or direction in a timely
manner.

Other Factors (OPTIONAL) OUTSTANDING 
Consistently punctual to work. 
Always available to assist others in emergency situations. 
Informs supervisor of long-range leave plans. 
Always considers work-related deadlines and level of staffing when requesting time off. 
Always asks for prior approval before working overtime. 
Consistently gets projects done ahead of specified deadlines. 
Consistently follows rules and regulations. 
Consistently makes efficient use of time during the workday.

MEETS EXPECTATIONS/SATISFACTORY 
Except for rare occasions, punctual to work. 
Available to assist others in emergency situations. 
Attempts to let supervisor know when necessary to be away from work. 
Shows consideration of work-related deadlines and level of staffing when requesting
time off. 
Observes breaks in accordance with office regulations. 
Asks for prior approval before working overtime. 
Meets deadlines. 
Follows rules and regulations. 
Makes efficient use of time during the workday.
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UNSATISFACTORY 
Often late or absent from work. 
Not available to assist others with rush jobs. 
Does not let supervisor know when it is necessary to be away from work. 
Does not consider work-related deadlines and level of staffing when requesting time off. 
Regularly abuses length of breaks. 
Consistently works overtime without prior approval. 
Does not get projects done by established deadlines. 
Does not follow rules and regulations causing delays. 
Inefficient use of time during the workday, needing constant reminders.

Position Documents

1. Other (PDF | 2.32 MB)

PA/PRR

2. Organizational Chart (PDF | 99 KB)

Please Note: The employee must demonstrate the ability to perform the essential functions of the position, with or without
accommodation.

Signature Block
This position description describes the essential functions and qualifications for the position. This document does not exclude an
opportunity for modifications consistent with providing reasonable accommodation. This position description is not a contract.
Your signature indicates that you have read this position description and understand the essential functions and qualifications of
the position. 

 

______________________  _____________________________________________

Date                                      Employee

 

______________________  _____________________________________________

Date                                      First-Level Supervisor

 

______________________  _____________________________________________

Date                                      Second-Level Supervisor

https://www.wsujobs.com/hr/documents/555362/view?signature=BAh7CDoKY2xhc3NJIg9TM0RvY3VtZW50BjoGRUY6B2lkaQNieQg6CXRpbWVJdToJVGltZQ1y1x2A3VRcFgo6DW5hbm9fbnVtaQIUAToNbmFub19kZW5pBjoNc3VibWljcm8iBydgOgtvZmZzZXRp%2FrC5Ogl6b25lSSIIQ0RUBjsGRg%3D%3D--9aeb56c9dc6cd6642ff5a76e3cde742b185589d8
https://www.wsujobs.com/hr/documents/555127/view?signature=BAh7CDoKY2xhc3NJIg9TM0RvY3VtZW50BjoGRUY6B2lkaQN3eAg6CXRpbWVJdToJVGltZQ1y1x2A4WpcFgo6DW5hbm9fbnVtaQILAzoNbmFub19kZW5pBjoNc3VibWljcm8iB3eQOgtvZmZzZXRp%2FrC5Ogl6b25lSSIIQ0RUBjsGRg%3D%3D--c89413d66fe832694848000b6c0ee3b9478d34d4

